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ACCESS TO JUSTICE ACT 1999

EXPLANATORY NOTES

A.

FUNDING OF LEGAL SERVICES (PARTS I & II, SECTIONS 1-34)

Background

Legal Aid

33. The present scheme is contained in the Legal Aid Act 1988.

34. A common feature of existing civil and criminal legal aid schemes is that expenditure
on them is demand-led. Any lawyer can do legal aid work for a client who passes the
relevant means test (if any), and whose case passes the statutory merits test (in the
case of civil legal aid), or the interests of justice test (in the case of criminal legal aid).
Lawyers are paid on a case-by-case basis, usually at rates or fees set in regulations, but
in some cases on the same basis as a privately-funded lawyer.

35. This means that there are few mechanisms or incentives for promoting value for money
or assuring the quality of the services provided; and that neither the Government nor
the Legal Aid Board is able to exert adequate control over expenditure or determine the
priorities for that expenditure.

36. Over the last 6 years, total net expenditure on legal aid has increased by £529 million,
from £1,093 million in 1992/93 to £1,622 million in 1998/99, a rise of 48%. This
compares with general inflation of 16% over the same 6 years. Meanwhile, the total
number of people helped by legal aid increased by 7% to 3.5 million. Over the same
period, spending on civil and family legal aid rose from £463 million to £659 million,
an increase of 42%, while the number of people helped fell by almost 30%. The average
gross cost of civil or family cases rose by 86%, from £1,739 in 1992/93 to £3,239 in
1998/99. Spending on criminal legal aid rose by 50% from £418 million to £625 million,
while the numbers helped increased by 11%. The average cost of a criminal case went
up by 8% in the magistrates' courts and 53% in the Crown Court.

Quality assurance and contract pilots

37. Since August 1994, the Legal Aid Board has operated a voluntary quality assurance
scheme, known as franchising. Currently, some 2,900 solicitors’ firms have franchises
in one or more of the 10 subject categories in which they are awarded (criminal,
family, personal injury, housing etc.) Over 3,100 further applications for franchises are
pending. The Board is continuing to develop the franchising scheme, and introduce new
categories, in order to underpin the move to a generally contracted scheme under the
reforms in this Act.

38. In 1994, the Board set up a pilot scheme that showed that non-profit-making advice
agencies could provide legally-aided advice and assistance to the same standard
as solicitors’ firms. In October 1996, a second stage of the pilot was established,
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involving a larger number of agencies, to develop systems for contracting for advice
and assistance work.

39. In November 1996, the Board began to pilot contracts with solicitors’ firms to provide
advice and assistance in civil matters. A pilot of contracts to provide mediation in family
cases under the legal aid scheme commenced in May 1997. A pilot covering advice and
assistance in criminal cases began in June 1998, and was extended in February 1999 to
cover representation in youth courts.

40. Since October 1997, the Board has set up a Regional Legal Services Committee in each
of its 13 Areas to advise it about priorities for contracting.

41. The Government has announced that all civil advice and assistance, and all family work,
will be provided exclusively under contract from January 2000. Only organisations
with a relevant franchise will be eligible to bid for these contracts. Also, a new clinical
negligence franchise came into effect in February 1999; and from July 1999 only firms
with that franchise will be able to take these cases under the legal aid scheme.

42. Four documents published by the Legal Aid Board explain aspects of the approach to
contracting:

• Legal Aid Quality Assurance Franchise Standard. Third Edition. Draft for
Consultation, Legal Aid Board, September 1998.

• Reforming the Civil Advice and Assistance Scheme. Exclusive Contracting - The
Way Forward. Report Following Consultation, Legal Aid Board, October 1998.

• Exclusive Contracting of legal advice and assistance for civil matters and
certificated legal aid for family/matrimonial matters. Contract documentation,
Legal Aid Board, April 1999.

• Access to Quality Services in the Immigration category. Exclusive contracting.
Recommendations to the Lord Chancellor, Legal Aid Board, May 1999.
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